## Fire Control Plan & Life Saving Symbols

### FIRE PROTECTION APPLIANCES
- **FCS294** Water fog applicator
- **FCS295** Emergency source of electrical power (Generator)
- **FCS296** Emergency source of electrical power (Battery)
- **FCS297** Emergency switchboard
- **FCS298** Air compressor for breathing devices
- **FCS299** Control panel for fire detection and alarm system

### LIFE SAVING APPLIANCES
- **4012C** Lifeboat with light
- **4014C** Liferaft with light and smoke
- **4017C** Rescue boat
- **4019C** Mesh net
- **4026C** Assembly station
- **4027C** Child's lifejacket
- **4028C** Liferaft(s)
- **4029C** Survival-craft distress signal
- **4030C** Rocket parachute flares
- **4031C** Line throwing appliance
- **4032C** Survival-craft portable radio
- **4033C** Emergency Position-Indicating Radio Beacon (EPIRB)
- **4034C** Embarkation ladder or alternative approved device
- **4035C** Medical locker
- **4041C** Emergency escape breathing device (EEBD)
- **4042C** Emergency telephone

JALITE also produces a wider range of marine application Fire Control and Life Saving symbols. Below are some examples of this range. A fully comprehensive list can be found in the JALITE Life Saving Product Catalogue for Marine Applications.

Photoluminescent self-adhesive vinyl signs are available in C size (150 x 150mm).